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(Sanchez-Bayo and Wyckhus, 2019) 
Imperiled Insects and Invasive Species 

When we talk about the effects of invasive species on 
our local ecosystems, we often mention how invasive 
species harm native populations and biodiversity, 
without qualifying that this affects native plants, animals 
and insects alike. Second only to habitat loss, invasive 
species play a major role in decimating insect 
populations. WNY PRISM’s work to control invasive 
species and restore native plants helps to mitigate these 
losses regionally.  

Worldwide however, an estimated 41% of insect species 
are in decline and face local extinction rates eight times 
higher than that of vertebrates according to a 2019 
study by Sanchez-Bayo and Wyckhus. To put this into 
perspective, only 23% of amphibian and 15 % of land 
mammal species face declining populations.  

Invasive species contribute greatly to declining 
populations, but of these, invasive plants are perhaps 
the worst offenders. Many invasive plants were 
cultivated because they are unpalatable to most insect 
species and are easy to grow. Doug Tallamy points out in 
his 2004 paper “Do Alien Plants Reduce Insect Biomass” 
that these species can become established and greatly 
reduce the amount of palatable leaf material for native 
insects. Among the worst of these plant invaders are 
mile-a-minute vine (Persicaria perfoliata) and 
honeysuckle (Lonicera spp.), both of which are present 
in the WNY PRISM region.  

Not only do invasive plants limit available food, they can 
affect the reproductive success of some species. 

Monarch butterflies can fail to lay eggs on their 
traditional milkweed hosts, instead laying them on 
invasive swallow-wort species. Any larvae laid on 
these invaders do not survive to adulthood. 

Unfortunately, butterflies and bees are most 
affected, with 53% of butterfly species and 46% of 
bee species in decline. While some generalist 
pollinator species can shift their diets to include 
invasive plants, many specialized species, which 
make up 90% of all insect species, cannot.  

Specialized species may not be able to recognize 
invasive plants as potential hosts or may not be able 
to pollinate different flower structures. Alternatively, 
the flowers of invasive plants may simply not have  
the necessary nutritional requirements.  
cont’d on Page 4  
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The WNY PRISM mission is to proactively identify, 

evaluate and address invasive species priorities in 

western New York using a coordinated partnership 

of local professionals, organizations and private 

citizens to improve, restore and protect local aquatic 

and terrestrial resources.  



 

 

• WNY PRISM would like to welcome two new staff members who started 
in January. Kristin King is our new Aquatic Invasive Species Program 
Manager and will oversee our Watercraft Inspection Program. Emily 
Thiel is our Education and Outreach Program Manager and will lead 
WNY PRISM’s education and outreach efforts year round, and develop 
citizen science and volunteer programs. 

• WNY PRISM has updated its Early Detection Priority species list and 
created a new Watchlist/Approaching Region Priority species list. Check 
out the updated lists on our website. 

• WNY PRISM is looking for new locations to install boot brush stations 
this summer. We have already installed 19 stations across western New 
York and are looking to add 6 more this summer. If you are interested, 
contact us at wnyprism@buffalostate.edu. 

• iMapInvasives 3.0 launched on April 18. This new system promises to 
better integrate mobile mapping technologies, standardize 
management data and make it easier to work collaboratively to make 
informed management decisions. Learn more about it, here. 

• NY’s Invasive Species Awareness Week will be held July 7-13. This year’s theme is Early Detection: Explore, 
Observe, Report. If you would like to host an event, please contact Emily Thiel at thieles@buffalostate. 

• New York State is working to update its pesticide regulations. These changes will involve pesticide use and are 
anticipated to be released by March 2020. The comment period is now open. To learn more, visit here.  

Regional and State Updates 

The Importance of Writing an Invasive Species Management Plan 

Invasive species management plans are an indispensable tool used to identify priorities and to develop a strategic 
path forward. They allow land managers to avoid the common pitfalls of invasive species management and 
habitat restoration by working through a process of assessment, development of goals, prioritization and 
identification of strategies that will lead to success. The creation of an Invasive Species Management Plan (ISMP) 
can be a time-intensive process, but one well worth it.  

The first step in writing an ISMP is understanding the current condition of the site and having a clear (and 
realistic) vision or goal for the desired condition of the site. This means understanding the presence and 
distribution of invasive species across the site. Prioritization is next and to address this, invasive species must be 
prioritized based on criteria such as invasiveness, ecological impacts and ease of control. Priorities makes it easier 
to allocate scarce resources and while a goal to eradicate all invasive species is admirable, it is not realistic.  

Strategies for species removal and restoration, including timelines, are next to be considered. Strategies should 
be specific but also adaptable, to allow for flexibility in case new tools provide for improved management options 
or current strategies are not working. To recognize if efforts are successful, monitoring and evaluation is 
necessary. Monitoring includes gathering data to determine the effectiveness of control treatments and to ensure 
that treated populations do not reestablish. Monitoring and evaluation make management more effective in the 
short term and ensure continued success in the long-term. 

In the end, ISMP allow you to tout successes, build from failures and demonstrate your commitment to long-term 
control, characteristics that grant funders look for when selecting new projects to invest in. A winning situation all 
around! 
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Boot Brush Station installation at Trestle Park. 

http://www.wnyprism.org/priority-invasives/
mailto:wnyprism@buffalostate.edu
https://www.nyimapinvasives.org/imap-3-0
mailto:thieles@buffalostate
http://www.dec.ny.gov/docs/materials_minerals_pdf/320factsheet.pdf
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Steering Committee Members 

Project Update: Japanese Stiltgrass 
Early Detection in East Aurora 

35th Annual Spring Into Nature 
April 27; 9 AM-4 PM; Iroquois NWR 

 
Pollinators Conference 

May 11; 10 AM-4 PM; Buffalo Niagara 
Heritage Village 

iMap 3.0 Training 
May 18; 1-3 PM; Tifft Nature Preserve 

Invasive Species Awareness Week 
Events across the region; July 7-13  

For more information on these or 
other events, or to include your events 

on our calendar, visit our website. 
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To subscribe to the  
WNY PRISM listserv:  

cce-westernprism-l-
request@cornell.edu 

Type “join” in the subject line.  

Leave the body of message blank.  

Don’t include signature or text. 

Japanese stiltgrass (Microstegium vimineum) is an early detection 
priority species for western New York. In 2017, we confirmed an 
infestation of this invasive grass in the Village of East Aurora. WNY 
PRISM has since worked to survey adjacent lands, manually remove 
small patches, conduct outreach efforts and plan future efforts. 

We worked closely with the Town of Aurora and Village of East Aurora 
on outreach efforts. In June, we designed, printed and mailed 3,235 
postcards to landowners near the initially reported infestation and 
received 6 subsequent reports. Though these were each determined 
to be misidentification, knowing where Japanese stiltgrass isn’t, is just 
as valuable as knowing where it is. WNY PRISM has continued to 
engage with the community on this issue and recently held a 
community meeting to update residents on WNY PRISM’s efforts, and 
to teach them about Japanese stiltgrass biology and Best 
Management Practices.  

When a new invasive species is found, it is rarely the first population 
in the area. Our first step last summer was to use our Invasive Species 
Management Crew (Crew) to survey 12 locations. We found 5 new 
sites with Japanese stiltgrass infestations including Majors Park and 
Hunters Creek County Park. Some sites, like Majors Park, have very 
small populations that were removed manually while others will 
require chemical removal, planned for this upcoming field season. 

Though WNY PRISM has 
made progress in 
controlling this new 
invasive species, much 
work is left to do. This 
summer, WNY PRISM 
will provide 
management 
recommendations or use 
its Crew to manage each 
site found in 2018. The 
Crew will also monitor 
existing sites and survey 
for new ones.  

Japanese stiltgrass can form monocultures in forested areas, 
as well as along streambanks, roadsides and yards. 

Upcoming Events 

WNY PRISM sent over 3,000 Japanese stiltgrass postcards to residents of the Village of East 
Aurora and Town of Aurora, to elicit reports of the early detection priority species. 

mailto:cce-westernprism-l-request@cornell.edu?subject=Join
mailto:cce-westernprism-l-request@cornell.edu?subject=Join


Contact Us 

SUNY Buffalo State 
Great Lakes Center 

SAMC 319  
1300 Elmwood Ave. 
Buffalo, NY 14222 

(716) 878-4708  
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WNY PRISM is excited to announce our new Watercraft Inspection Program 
that will be led by a dedicated Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS) Program 
Manager, Kristin King. Kristin, with the help of 2 Lead Boat Stewards, will 
manage 19 Boat Stewards, a tenfold increase in the staffing of our 2018 pilot 
program.  

Boat Stewards work at boat launches across the region to educate the public 
about the importance of stopping the spread of aquatic invasive species (AIS). 
Their efforts will help protect western New York’s lakes and waterways 
including the Erie Canal, Alleghany River and Lake Erie.  

In their interactions with boaters, Stewards perform 
voluntary watercraft inspections to ensure that 
boats are free of any plant or animal material that 
may be invasive. While performing these 
inspections, Stewards also encourage boaters to 
adopt Clean, Drain, Dry practices on their own to 
prevent the movement of AIS. This work is 
invaluable in preventing new AIS from entering 
WNY while also preventing the movement of our 
present infestations of AIS to new, uninfested 
waters. Our boat stewards will also collect data on 
these interactions, which will allows us to conduct 
more targeted and effective outreach in the future. 

Watercraft Inspection Programs have become common practice in New York 
State with long established programs in the Finger Lakes and the 
Adirondacks. WNY PRISM is excited to be a part of this important program to 
make sure that boaters throughout WNY are familiar with Clean, Drain, Dry 
practices to protect our waters. 

 

Japanese angelica tree (Aralia elata) is a deciduous tree with spreading,  
multi-stemmed branches that are covered in sharp spines. It develops 
clusters of cream-colored flowers in late summer that give way to purple/
black fruits in the fall. It was found for the first time in western New York in 
Chautauqua County in 2018, but is relatively common on Long Island and in 
the Hudson Valley. 

This species is an early detection priority for WNY and once established, can 
grow into dense thickets by sprouting from root suckers. These dense 
thickets can displace native vegetation and reduce the biodiversity of an area. 
Japanese angelica tree prefers disturbed ground and edge habitats, but can 

also be found in open areas and urban 
landscapes. It was initially introduced to the 
United States in 1830 as an ornamental 
plant, but has since been placed on the 
prohibited species list for New York State, 
prohibiting its transport, sale and purchase. 

Visit our Japanese Angelica Tree Profile for 
more information on this species. Please 
report any sightings to WNY PRISM using 
our Early Detection Reporting Protocol.  

WNY PRISM 

wnyprism@buffalostate.edu 
www.wnyprism.org 

@wnyprism8 

Species Profile: Japanese Angelica Tree 

From WNY PRISM 

In some extreme cases, the 
invasive plant may even be toxic 
to native species. These factors 
give generalist pollinators a huge 
advantage, allowing them to 
pollinate both native and invasive 
plant species, further harming 
native pollinators that struggle to 
compete.  

The threats to native insects are 
dire and include a multitude of 
stressors including habitat loss, 
pesticide exposure and parasites. 
WNY PRISM is eager to begin a 
new season of invasive species 
management and native plant 
restoration to protect local insect 
populations from the effects of 
invasive species. 

Boat Steward, Morgan Beatey, 
inspects a boat at West Canal. 

Imperiled Insects, 
Cont’d 

Japanese angelica tree with flowers. 
Photo by Rob’s Plants, Aralia elata. 

New Watercraft Inspection Program! 

Native plants such as this cardinal flower 
support specialized pollinator species such as 
this spicebush swallowtail. Photo by Jim 
McCormac. 

https://www.wnyprism.org/invasive_species/japanese-angelica-tree/
http://www.wnyprism.org/get-involved/early-detection/
http://www.wnyprism.org/

